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SUMMARY

This research presents two initialization methods in the form of optimal filter
equations suitable for adiabatic and diabatic numerical weather prediction and also an
optimal system of equations for numerical weather prediction involving four proggnostic
equations, the optional mixing-ratio continuity equation, and one diagnostic equation.

The first initialization method commensurable with the hydrostatic assumption is
a practical generalization of Fjortoft's results and does not suffer from some weakness-
es of the balance equation-particularly in the anticyclonic case analyzed by Elsaesser.
It also significantly improves the effective prediction time scale and can readily replace
computer programmed models based on the balance equation with a resulting improve-
ment of global weather prediction.

The second initialization method consisting of three filter equations in the
(x, y, z, t)-system does not presuppose hydrostatic equilibrium and does not encounter
the problem of hyperbolicity and is, therefore, applicalc to smaller scales. The third
filter equation may simultaneously replace the hydrostatic one within an optimal prog-
nostic system containing the horizontal equations of motion, the continuity, and the
thermodynamic equation in their invariant forms. The relaxation procedure for solving
the nonhydrostatic filter differential equations is no more difficult than the numerical
solution of the general balance equation in conjunction with the w-equation.

Finally, the study throws new light on problems such as ergodivity, Iolig-range
predictability, gridscale diffusion, surface friction, and boundar% conditions.



V FOREWORD

This research was started in 1965 and is a petsona: effort except for editing, typ-
ing, and printing. Some of its results were already available in 1966. In the meantime,
the uuthor tried to perfect the analysis and to put it in the right perspective. It is of
significance that the filter methods devviuped fur the hydrostatic and les&, restript,-
(x,y,z,t)-system associated with a new set of prognostic-diagnostic equations are not
only new and optimal but have a useful purpose and include operativeness as well. The
author would like to thank Colonel John R. Oswalt, Jr., who endorsed the preparation
and preliminary publication of this work in the form of a comprehensive USAETL Re.
search Note.
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THE DERIVATION AND POTENTIAL )F NEW FILTER[ EQUATIONS FOR NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION*

1. i'Itroduction. The Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) spon-
,red by the Internatii-nal Council of Scientific Unions and the World Meteorological

('.gani-.ation 1s aimed diring the next decade at gaining additional insight 'Ibout the
of the otmosphere so that " becomes feasible to predict the weather

,1' ide for periods cr at least 2 weeks.

The first requirement to meet this goal is the establishment of a worldwide
observation system involvins advanced satellites providing fnr interrogating, recording,
and locating on a realtime basis and for measuring of cloud cover. The satellites will
carry passive microwave radiometer, occultatiop and refraction sensors for the
Setermination of vertical profiles of temperature, water vapor, and density from which
constant pressure heights could be determine,,.'

The second requirement Is to acquire a better understanding of some physical
processes, such as the flow of heat and moisture near the tropical waters, which have
to be incorporated in a long-range atmospheric prediction scheme. The processes of
air-sea interaction and related research efforts are the subject of the Barbados
Oc.'anographic and Meteorological Experiment (Bomex)2 which is the first experiment
of tHe United States portion of GARP.

The third requirement is the development of computers capable of processing the
tremendous amount of data and simulating the extremely complicated atmospheric
generation process. The Bomex rep 't states that a computer now being designed is

t expected to have 100 Lo 1000 times the capacity of present models.

Finally, more sophisticated preci'ction models, including nonadiabatic and
""rictional effects, some of these at least in a parametric form, will have to be

L

*Parts of Paragraphs 4 and 7 of this research were presented at the 52nd Annual Meeting of the American
Geophysical Union, Washington, D.C., April 13,1971.

'H. E. Newell: "NASA. Space Science and Applications Program (Meteorology)," National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, !,\ashington. D. C., April 1967.

2"News froro BOMEX, Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment," U.S. I# -'ragency Releane,Washington, D.C., March 1969.
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developed. As Charncy stated in 19513 and since proved by otherb, conutmisation
phenomena are the simplest to introduce although much remains to be done in this
respect. The same is true for long-wave radiational effects which are prognostically
interrelated with humidity forecasts. Very difficult to incorporate is, of course, the
turbulent transfer of momentum and heat.

Within the context of BOMLX, a "Hemispheric Model Study" is to be conducted
by Pandolfo, while Charney acts as principal investigator of a "Theory of Large-S:'ale
Atmospheric and Oceanic Processes."

As to the utility of improved, short-range predictions including those of
precipitation and of useful long-range forecasting, it should be mentioned that the
National Academy of Sciences - National Research Council estimated the potential
savings resulting therefrom as approaching 2, billion dollars annually for the United
States alone.

As Thompsons' 6 and Novikov' have pointed out, and recognized again in the
panel discussion on atmospheric predictability during the Golden Anniversary Meeting
of the American Geophysical Union in April 1969, and also evident in Sections 4
through 7, herein, the initial state of the atmosphere is of considerable importance for
long-range and sometimes even for short-range predictions in cases of rapid
development. F.G. Shiuman states: "We are aware of many weaknesses in our
initialization procedures, principally the lack of the full meteorological balance
between the winde and pressure field. This problem, however, is perhaps even more
difficult than those encountered in developing the prediction model. The balance
problem should properly be approached as part of the analysis problem. At NMC
(National Meteorological Center) we are making a start on th" problem, but it will be
some time before we have a general solution to it. We expect to gain a great deal from
other's work on the problem."'"

After t critique of present initialization schemes, this report presents more
powerful iniialization methods in the form of optimal filter equations for numerical
weather prediction whi':h do not suffer from some essential weaknesses of the
3J.G. COarney: "Dynamic Forecasting by Numerical Process," Compeadium of Meteorology, American

Meteorological Society, Boston, Massachusetts, 1951.
4National Academy of Sciences - National RePearch Council: "Useful Applications of Earth-Oriented Satellites,"

Meteorology, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. 1969.
5P.D. Thompson: Numerical Weather Analysis and Prediction. The MacMillan Company, New York, 1961.
6P.D. Thompson: Uncertainty of Initial State as a Foctor in the Predictability of Large-.Scae Atmospheric Flow
Patterns, Tellu, 1957.

7 E.A. Novikov: "Toward a Formulation of the Problem of the Predictability of S-'optic Processes," U.S. Joint
Publications Research Service. New York, August 1960.

lF.G. Shuman: "'A 'Aulti-ltevo Primitive Equation Model," U.S. Department of Commerce, Envixonmental
Sciences Services Administration, Weather Bureau. National Meteorological Center, November 1965.
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so.called balance equation, i.e., they are more accurate, applicablh to relatively 3rialler
scales, and suitable to include convection in case of the general nonhydrostatic filter
process. The new filter equations, one of which simultaneously provides a diagnostic
equation for an ultimate prognostic system, can also be profitably used for
re-initialization and ire fundamental pertaining to the inclusion of nonadiabatic
processes through the use of statistical and parametric procedures. The general
nonhydrostatic filter equations also offer an interesting and more satisfying approach
as far as the use of numerical relaxation is concerned. Furthermore, the analysis

throws some new light on the significance of initialization for long-range pre-
dictability, aid the use of frictional terms and boundary conditions. Finally, the new
equations offer advantages with reference to the computation of winds from
worldwide data obtained through the use of advanced satellites.

2. Tr.'mpson's Generalized Filter Approximations, the Balance Equation, and
Related 1• ion Methods. Thompson' showed that it is necessary and sufficient to
filter gravity waves out if the total time drivative of the divergence is omitted from
the "divergence" equation obtained by applying the horizontal divergence operator on
the equations of motion. This results ih the diagpostic relationship

Vu .--I + Vv .E - k • V x fV +A 2 'l=0 (1)
aax

where V is the horizontal nabla operator; V, the horizontal velocity vector; k a
vector directed vertically upward; f , the Coriolis parameter; A2 , the 2-dimensional
Laplace operator; and AY , the isentropic stream function in the (x, y, 0; t) - system
where 0 is the potential temperature. Equation (1) is valid for adiabatic, nonviscous
flow and, of course, under the hydrostatic assumption.

S~dD
Omission of --D, with D as divergence in eq. (1), allows the establishment of

the diagnostic w-equation:

- a ,.V2 V V2 - Y )
0 P ao a pao) a ka /0

R all a ao V (2)+ 2--R + (K nO .• p(2
+ + 3 k Lao

Here, it is wo = p the density, and p the pressure, while K, R, and B are spetific func-
dt

tions free of time derivatives. In order to obtain eq. (2), use has to be made of the vorti-
city equation and the continuity equation in isentropic coordinates.

9 P. D. Thompson, "Numerical Weather Analysis. .. "
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Since, according to llelnholtz' theorem, the horizontal vector, V, may be
cxlpr'scd as the stim of' an irrotational and it nondivergent vector so that

V =VX + k x V4,

irl V = kA2 and divV = 2 = ao 3" + av

Under hiVtrosl-tically stable conditions, eq. (1) and (2) may thus be solved
f0r 0 and x. For prognostic purposes, either the vorticity equation together with
eq. (I ) or (2) or the primitive equations together with the continuity equation

AI 2L div V
(it Do ao

might be used. In the latter case, instibilll-,s might occur under certain conditions.

A simplification of eq. (1) as well as the starting equation for an iterative process
involving eq. ( 1) and (2) is the so-called balance equation

fa 2 i + 2 yy - p2y ) + V , . yf = A2 q, (3)

which, according to Rellich's theorem'° and as demonstrated by Bolin"' is of the
elliptic type if

ANl' I f (4)fT- T f .2 > -

This condition is, according to Bolin!' also necessary to solvc eq. (2) as an elliptic
partial differential equation under the assumption of a hydrostatically stable
al tInospliere.

Apart from the fact that eq. (4) may not be falfilled in the case of strong
anticyclones, Bolin1' 112 has pointed out that the most serious approximation in eq. (i), (I
is neglecting the tinme-dependeni ierm -d iv V through which all gravity-inertia

dt
oscillations are eliminated andi that the filtering approximation is only valid
for div V -4 " = A' 4. As mentioned by Phillips,"3  fast moving and nongeostrophic
gravity waves have large, horizontal divergences (div V "), and, during convection,

F , Ilellich: "Zur ermten lai lmlwertatufiiulge lel Nlonei.Aniperesliehen )Irrerenlhilgvevlhilen voe dlllsdchen Typupi,;
differentialgeometridehe Anwetidllio.en,"Milhat. Ann., Vol. 107, 1933.

ii. Ilolin: "Numerical Forecasilng with the Dlarotrople Model,"Tellus VII, 1955, 1.

12 II. llolin: "An Imlerovcd lBarotroplc Model and Some Aspeti of Using the Balance Eqpution for Throe.dime~ilona
Flow," Tel, IiS VIII, 1956, 1.

13 N. A. Phillips: Numerical Weatlher Prediction, ,idvniieme in Computer ContirolI (or Techniques), Vol. 1. Aeadilele

I'Pres, New York, 1960.
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di( V > -

Although Cressman14 arid other authors attributed a cunsiderable improvement
in numerical forecasts lo the use of the balance eq. (3), Elsacsser'" has come to the
conclusion that its linwarized version appears to be the optimum, particularly in view
of reco very of tlhw pressure height (if %P is replaced by 0 in the (x, y, p) - version
%il' eq. (3)), less computation time and the necessity of elliptizing in ease eq. (4) does
not hold. ElIsaesser explains the differences with respect to previous inivestigationslo
the near hemispheric scope of his study and the inclusion of large areas of strong
anticyclonic shear equatorward of the polar jet stream.

I linkeltnatn•6 has demonstrated that the stream function obtained through eq.
(3) fails during strong anticyclonic activity, and a better result wot;:d be achieved by
applyivg the geostrophic stream function. Monin1'7 has emphasized lthat eq. (3) would
) viii va len i to an equation in which the quadratic terms would
rea7( - ( 2 xy ) as far as the scale theory is concerned. Arnason"' , who

(iflc,'s Iheir vertical advcetion teirms in the equation of motion, arrives at similar and
prac t ically eqiivalent restiIts.

'\ mldhtdl of initialization using finite difference techniques and employing the
I C ldition . div V = 0 has been developed by Miyakoda and Moyer'" . II is

simpler fron the cotmputational point of viwe*- than the classical method of solving the
balnmce equation togelher wilhl the w-equalion, and numerical ree :!ts obtained
Ihroulgh the use of' a simplified model agree rather well exeept for a slight displacement
of the vertical velocity pattern. Moreover. this method would be relatively more
aIdVaiiiag('eotiS it' th IC itial vertical velot'ily had ili insignificant influenceOft ot Ith
meteorological evolution. This is, however, only true in case of weak development and
also diue to the use of the balance equation (as will be shown later). Better filter
eqlualions are indeed necessary for forecasts exeoeding 5 days after which, according to
the experience gained by Mintz and Krishnamurti, ats quoted by the authors, rather
exactl iititial conditionis become important.

"; G. p. Cressman: "A Study nf Numerical Forecasting Errors," Monthly Weather Review, July 1957.
i5 . W. E!:sasesr: "Comparative 'rest of Wind Laws for Numerical Weather Predictinn," Monthly Weather
Review, Vol. 92, No. 5, 1968.

' K. Ilinkelnann: "Ih~l'er die Eihewzlehutnl divergenler Windkomponenten in Vortera•gemodelle," frirlehit des
deutschann Wetatrdlenstet Nr. 38 (Band 5) Bad Kiuingen, 1957.

17 A. S. Monin: "Izemeuentin ldavlenila v baroklinnoi atmosfere lzv. Akad. Nauk," se. g,,ofiz., no. 4, 1958.
18 G. Arn.,•m: "Illigher.Order (costrophtc Wind Approximalions, "Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 90, No. 5,

May 1962.

19 K. Mlyakoda and It. W. Moyer: "A Method of Initlalization of I)ynanieial Weather Foreasstinlg," (dGrophylict
Iiuid I)ynamics laboratory, Invhronmental Sciences Services Adinhistration, Washilngtlo I),(., October 1966.



According to Phillips,2" noise, through an initial divergence implied by the usual
geostrophic theory, is greatly suppressed if the initial data is used for the primitive
equations. However, the suppression of high-frequency, gravity-inertia waves will only
be very effective if the motion is not strongly ageostrophic: "The extent to which the
method will prove uteful in low latitudes, or in high Watitudes when div V ap.
proaches i in magnitude, czn perhaps be answered only by experiment."120

A method (similar to the method of Miyakoda and Moyer) by Nitta and
Hovermale2l involves an actual iteration of forward and backward forecasts around
the initial time with the Euler-backward time difference and yields acceptable
rotational but unsatisfactory divergent wind components. According to Nitta and
Hovermale, "the question remains unanswered whether oz not the technique in its
present design is accurate enough to be of practical value.... Perhaps, further
diagnosis ... will lend some insight in this direction."

This diagnosis is -eadily available since the method corresponds to the filter
conditions

(&JL 0 82v\ =0 .

l-wever, this filtering leaves the factorial term -• in the equations of motion

at
undetermined so that in addition -b'j" = 0 haa to be postulated which is essentially
Sequivalent to ( s = 0 and, thus, slightly less satisfactory than the balance

--t p,)o=°
equation together with the corresponding w -equation.

The w-equation corresponding to the balance equation hIs been investigated by
many authors. Krishnamurti22 uses the vorticity equatioai including frictional terms
together with the balance equation and the w-equation in the (x, y, p, t)-system for
diagnostic studies of weather systems with a term for latent heat included. Vukovich
and Chow2 ' employ the balance w-equation in order to estimate the effect of
mloig-term diabatic heating. Considerable experience in this regard has also been gained

by Smagorinsky and collaborators. (Some of their results will be discussed in Section
5.)

M N. A. Philips: "On the Proliemn of Initial Data for the Prnltive Equations," TelUw, VoL 12, May 1960.
21 T. Nitta, nd J. IL HoverwAe: "On Anaysis and Initialization for the Primitive Fomeat F~quatlor,"

T•bcksl Memoraidum WBTM NMC-42, National Meteorological Center. Suitland, Maryland, October 197.
ST. N. Krlduiamurti: "Diapoetic Studies of Wathr System of Low and Wi& Latltudes (Rossby Number 1),"

Department of Meterology, UniveMt of California, I os Angees, California. 30 Nov. 1964 - 30 Nov. 1966.
' F. M. Vukovich and Chi F. Chow- "Research in Numerical, Dynamical, and Operatioial Weather Ferecat

Proedkres," Research Triame Institute, Research Tdarlne Park, North Caroltna Aprl 1%98
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"In conclui it should b emphasized that the shortcomings of the balanceSequation, i.e., I-•divV• -0 and •A2 + _t-> 0 where o denotes the

geopotential, are necessarily reflected in the more explicitly named balance

w -equation. Superior filter equations which do not suffer under these restrictions will
bimultaneously result in an overall improvement of the initialization process and, thus,
in better short. and long-range forecasts, as well as in the elimination of high-frequency
meteorological noise and in stabilization.

3. Fjortoft' Filter Equations. The application of the filter conditions

I& N d 2 o=0 0 (5)

with reference to the equations of motion in the (x, y, p, t)-system by Fjortoft24 leads
Sto two prognostic filter equations with the local time derivatives A ard i Ay inatax. at ay

which 0 designates the geopotential. Together with the adiabatic thermodynamica 0 u i8v a)•
t equation involving and the continuity equation au + -Lv + -w = 0 where

W d-, these are four equations for the unknowns u, -. , o, and t As the ellip-

ticity criterion under which a solution with a suitable relaxation factor a of the
Game sign can be achieved, Fjortott lidts the conditions

(2+ 0. +.~ 0 ? + (f2 +A20) ( op V' (v) 2 > 0 (6)
- R

where F = a and

P f+ 0. 0X R

SXY f2 + 00Y 0Y > 0. (7)

I 01P 07P Opp, - Fop

Approximately, the conditions may be stated as fV +A2 0 > 0 which means a considerable

Simprovement in the anticyclonic case when compared with -2- + AW 0 > 0 applicable in

4 R F~ortoft. "A Numerical Method of Solving Certain Partial Differential Equations of Second Order," Fremlgt
I Videnskaps-Mote, Febnury 1962.
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connection with the balance equation, and - F0 > 0 or u > 0 with a as the static
stability.

Because Fjortoft has not developed superior diagnostic filter equations based on
the same filter conditions, his method does not appear to have been practically
utilized.

As to the application of a relaxation factor of changing sign in the hyperbolic
case, no useful results may bc obtained since the simple model of the continuity
equation does not, or not sufficiently, hold and should, therefore, not be adapted to
the relatively mort. sophisticated thermodynamic equation. Apart from the fact that
no accurate results can be expected, particularly in the case of pronounced
hyperbolicity, the convergence of the relaxation process has been extremely slow
according to Elsaesser."

4. Optimal Filter Equations in the (x, y, p, t).System. For the sake of simpli-
city, we omit in the following paragraph thf icse of map scale factors as has been done
by Fjortoft. Inclusion of these factors does not, however, present any fundamental
difficulties. Nloist-adiabatic and frictional terms are also neglected at present. Thus,
we proceed from the following system of equations which is familiar to the reader:

du az-i g + fV (8)

dv azdy= - - fu9)

all + aw 0(10)
ax ay ap

dT RT(11)

or alternatelyzwith a- 1 _ RT and u a2 z + az
ap gp g Xp ap

- az + u. A. +v1-_ az + oG=0. (12)
at ap ax ap ay ap

After applying the filter operations of eq. (5). we arrive at

d azO d

8
g• - (v)=



g~ .rt-r + .t(f U) 0

and more expiicitly at

S-a _az+ a•- 3z a az a az V v( af + afyy

Sat a a+'+ 5YTx+ ax apax -g, ax a)

Sg(g + fu) 0 (13),a y
Saz + az+ a az+ aa•I +u + af

at ay axzY ayy apay g ax ay

+ I fg + 0. (14)

In order to make the two filter equations (13) and (14) consistent, we eliminate the
time derivatives by applying the operator a on eq. (13) and - on eq. 14 and

ay ax
subtracting. This yields, after omitting irrelevant terms, the diagnostic filter equation

f a•v au\ au a z aua•v\ a-z +ava•,z
-T~ +~ -x 7Y Fk axY +y a Sxa xB7

+ WaZ (. a2 Z
ax ayap ay axap

af (az__+fu fz. (15)

TY Fay g

After we differentiate eq. (13) and eq. (14) pertaining to x and y respectively antd add
the results, we obtain as a corresponding dynamic filter equation

'dA2 "_+ _g .1 (awaLz + aowa Z) +
dt (9 g /) ap \ax axap ay ayar,

a2z L- +IU\a 2Z +aU a2Z+ay (+ ax ay) aa au 3;z

+ a z - f • 1

9
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We arrive at a diagnostic w-equation by applying the 2-dimensional Laplace operator
on eq. (12), differentiating eq. (16) with respect to p, and eliminating l A2 az.

at ap

oA2 W + + A2+ 2 W - a2 Z a--y- a-.2
Z/W - ax-ap axa3p - ya ayp

+ (2aa a2) a Sx (2a0 a'z)ao, (Ba 2)- -

+p az -a 2 ( axap +ayaZ)a=aa3/u z~ + ---/ 1•• + W

a [ a v a .._.+auV a2z au a"z aM (17)
-P " ax" - ay axay + T a J - ap

where M represents the last term of eq. (16).

It is well known that diagnostic filter equations are superior to their prognostic
counterparts, i.e., conditions such as

du . " = -0; = 0; div V = 0.
dtdwt ';dt 'dt

The solution of eq. (15) and (16) presupposes, of course,

v au A2' !LU + av -_

_ T 'ax by ap

U1 y, =-a, ,• IA --ax, axay ax, axV2 a

In accordance with predominantly horizontal flow and required separability, we obtain
a first approximative determination of 0 1 and thus of u, and v, from

f2  V 2 2 2Z a p3
- 42 aPz + 2alb a2 •z
g "a xa= - axay axay +9 ax-w

+_Iyf- a- •z I = fA2 z. (18)
ay I g ay ay

The condition that eq. (18) and eq. (15) are elliptic, the latter within an iteration
scheme, is

10



f+a2Zya >0- (19)

or approximately f + A2 z> 0 which is considerably less restrictive than f + A-z > 0g g 2

of the balance eq. (1).

The ellipticity condition for the new w-equation (17) is that the quadratic form

0 1 a2z

02 Bxa p
0 1a.± (20)

2 ayap

1 a2z 1 a2z f + A2 z
I2 ip I T -a.

be positive definite which results in the inequalities

2 
21 >a > 0 ando +a - - +\•y ) 0 (21)

a>Oano\ Az axapd( + \ I ~ ) ( aZa (21

In order to insure ellipticity in the cyclonic case if a > 0 and the inequality (21)
does not hold a priori, a has to be adjusted to a slightly positive value u, so that
the relation

[ ( f2+ &2xZ) 2 (Z)2 + I =2Z > 0 (22)

with e, as a small quantity, is fulfilled which is essentially in agreement with proce-
dures applied by Smagorinsky2

6 and Krishnamurti.2 In anticyclonic conditions,

- + A2 z < 0 , the height field has to be smoothed so that
g

f2 A+ zA = e2 > 0 (23)

with e2 as a small quantity. The smoothing results simultaneously in more favorable

2J. SmiohAy: "On the Ind,.on of Moist Adiabatic Proceaes in Numencal Prediction Modela," Berichledes
Doutschm Wetwdtkrvns Nr. 38 (dand 5) Bad Klmigen, 1957.

2'T. N. Kminanurti.
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values 0a ̂ , and so that
A Iayap

((f .4.42( A + (a2ZA 21

OA/9Naa - / p + a -yap, ) > 0 (24)

reasonably holds. Alternatively, in the anticyclonic case, terms involving products of
second-order derivatives in eq. (17) and (18) are to be neglected in a numerical
integration by over-relaxation for ill points for which the inequalities (21) and (19),
respectively, are not valid. It should be pointed out again that the inequalities (22)
through (24) are necessary in case of initial hyperbolicity in order to adapt W in eq.
(12) to be the greater scale of the horizontal divergence of the filter equation (16)
which is rather a smoothed a8 . Hyperbolicity can only be eliminated or is not

present, respectively, if the hydrostatic filter condition is not utilized for the
derivation of a continuity equation such as (10), i.e., if w and d are
maintained.

Lateral boundary conditions for eq. (18) are =L ZL both for a physical

boundary and that of a hemispheric grid. For the w-equation, approximate lateral
boundary values wL may be determined by applying the regression eq.
tA2L = - , (x, y, p) WL to eq. (17) so that an ordinary differential equation results
(mentioned by Reuter 2 as well as by Eliassen and Kleinschmidt29  and generally
preferable to Charney's advective model30). In this respect, eq. (17) may be further
simplified to be consistent with geostrophic approximations. Aa usual, W = 0 at
the top of the atmosphere, and w0 % - p V • Vh 0, with 0, (x, y) as the geopo-
tential of the ground.

It is characteristic of the (x, y, p, t)-system that, initally, u and v are
required only at the lower boundary for the computation of w and that

th and v2  can be easily determined from the Poisson eq. A2 X 2-w- , to be
ap

solved at each p-level. Due to the present insufficiency of observations and restriction
to relatively few levels, the emphasis has been essentially on a rather accurate
solution •O(') of eq. (18) which may be followed by a determination of WO) from eq.
(17) by numerical relaxation.

2 HK Reuter. "gZum gegenwaertigen Stand der numrerischen Wcttervorhersage." Oaterreichisches Ingenieur.Archiv,
Band X, Heft 2.3, Spdnrer-Vedae Wien, 1956.

SA. Eliamen and L. Kleinachnoldt: "Dynmiac Meteirology," HIndbuch der Phy7 ik, Bd. XLVIII, Springer Verag,
Berin, Goettinien. Heidelberg, 1957.

30J. G. C1amney.
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Alternatively, p and w may be determined in conjunction, and the problem
of finding a suitable over-relaxation coefficient along the lines of Stuart and O'Neill3

and O'Brien32 would practically be confined to the w-equation. This numerical
process is somewhat complicated by the necessity of finding the divergent wind
components intermediately. Fortunately, the ý - and w-equations are both essentially

Slinear so that initial guess and convergence are not critical.

The inclusion of linear frictional terms in the filter equations does not present
difficulties. Nonlinear terms would, however, cause computational instability and
would also be incompatible with the requirement of strong smoothing in case of
convection since the isobaric divergence equation cannot cope with situations
involving effective static stabilities H2 < 0. In these situations, a convective tempera-
ture adjustment such as that developed by S. Manabe3  has to be made. All these diffi-
culties and/or adjustments can be avoided by a general nonhydrostatic system of filter
equations developed in Sections 6 and 7.

5. Ramifications of Optimal Hydrostatic Filter Equations. The advantages of
eqs. (15) and (17) in relation to Thompson's equations (1) and (2) are their greater
versatility in case of strong anticyclonic movements, a better determination of winds
including the elimination of the weakness of the balance equation with respect to
anticyclonic winds ascertained by Elsaesser,3 ' and the agreement with Hollman's
analysis31 regarding the failure of the balance equation in strong anticyclonic
situations and the use of the geostrophic instead of the gradient wind. Fjortoft's filter
conditions (5), as well as ours, involve, of course, the second total time derivative so
that standing gravity-inertia waves of the form " -=A sin kxeýmz sin v t and "" =

A sin kx sin nz sinvt are preserved and -ddiv V•) 0  0. Scale inconsistencies and ad-

justment difficulties inherent in Fjortoft's method are, however, avoided through the
establishment of diagnostic equations and the corresponding imposition of Hlelmholtz'
theorem.

Apart from a better determination of the stream function ý, in the cyclonic
case as well, the o-equation (17) also permits the computation of stronger
divergences/convergences and vertical velocities because a&2 Z > A2 0 so that the
vertical influence increases relatively to the horizontal influence in a solution involving

I' D. 'N. Stuart and T. H. R. O'Neill: 'The Over-Relaxation Factor in the Numerical Solution of the Omega
EqPation," Monthly WeatherReview, Vol 95, No. S, May 1967.

32J J. O'Brien: "The Over-Relaxation Factor in the Numerical Solution of the Omega Equation," Monthly
Weather Review, Vol 96, No. 2, February 1968.

3 S. Manabe: "Simulated Climatology of a General Circulation Model with a Hydrologic Cyde," Monthly WeatherR@dew, Vol 93, No. 12, December 1965.

H. W. ELemr.
M G. Hollmann: "Uicber die Grenzen der geostrophischen Approximation und die Einfuchrung nichtgeostrophiachrr

Methoden," Berkchte das Deutechen Wetftrdlen•e, Nr. 38 (Band 5), Bid Kilsingcn, 1957.
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a (;reen's function. A practical demonstration of this has been given by Smagorinsky 36

who utilizcd the gcostrophic vorticity equation including the full term (- + A2  
a(A

and, thus, subconsciously an expression approaching equation (16), with resulting ver-
fical velocities on the order of 30 en sec-'.

The importance of the new filter equations becomes particularly evident if we
d(evelop the absolute vorticity in isentropic coordinates in a Taylor series which yields,
inl view of

S+ f),o, + f ,div o V (25)

( f, + .){I div V1  At + .i[(.liv V)2..+dfiv Vi At, + ..

(26)

Since d div V 0, within the context of the balance equation and of the

order (div V) 2 the quadratic tt r, of eq. (26) approaches the linear term in
moderate latitudes and under average conditions in about 7 days. The replacement of
the balance equation as an initialization method which requires a moderate
reprogramming effort becomes thus imperative in multi-level numerical weather
prediction.

According to Miyakoda et al,37 the movement of cyclones and the tendency for
deepening or filling are the major problems in short-range forecasts, i.e., for I to 2
(lays. In a 2-week forecast, the life histories of cyclones are also important features of
the predictiot. This is particularly reflected i, eq. (26) although, for medium. to
long.range forecasts, there is a partial adjustment for the lack of an initial

.t div V = 0 because of the interaction of the primitive equations, the continuity,

and the thermodynamic equation. It is significant and in correspondence with the
alhove-slated conclusions that in the experimental predictions described by Miyakoda
et ail the intensities of the highs and lows weakened apprecinbly after 6 or I (lays
reflecting the fact that the forecast of eddy kinetic energy was tess than the observed.
The wiggling in the pattern of geopotentia( height becomes more pronounced with
increasing computation time, and the lack oi' development of a certain cyclone on the

3 J. Smagorinxky: "On tie Inclusion of Moist Adiabatic Proesss w' Numerical Prediction iode.ls."
37K. Miyakoda rl ii: "Experimental Extended Predictions with a Nme-Level Hemispheric Nlodel," Monthly

We/ather Review, Vol 97. No. 1, Jan 1969.
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2d and 3d days along the middle Pacific polar frontal zone may also be due to
inadequacies of initial data or initialization by the balance and associated balance
co-equation. The quasi-stationary modes, or long waves, are more dominant; while the
eastward-moving components, the relatively shorter waves, are too small in amplitude

ft which is in agreement with Elsaesser's findings. Significantly, the vertical velocities
calculated by the balance c-equation are weaker than those taken from the prediction
computation based Dn the time-dependent primitive equations.

In Sections 6 and 7, it becomes apparent that the filter conditions expressed by
I; eq. (5) are cc pletely adequate in the hydrostatic system, i.e., that more refined

smoothing techniques utilizing measured winds are not required or are inconsistent
with the hydrostatic system respectively. Employing the hydrostatic continuity
equation amounts indeed implicitly to a smoothing process and a restriction of scale
several times the height of a homogeneous atmosphere so that the magnitude of the
horizontal divergence does not exceed that of the vertical vorticity. Diffusion terms,
such as described by Smagorinsky et al,3s are thus not due to a lack of resolution

Sinherent in the filter equations. They are rather, as stated by the authors, a
consequence of the grid size used which, if it exceeds 30 km significantly, amounts to
an additional smoothink 'f "signal" functic- is obtainable by our filter equations.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the inequalities (19) and (21), which are
consistent with the existence of the continuity equation (10), are a generalization of
and in basic agreement with the results obtained by Van Mieghem,3 that our filter
equations are sufficient as far as the process of adaptation described by Yeh Tu-Cheng
and Li Mai-Tsun 4  is concerned, and that the sigma.coordinate -ystem developed by
Phillips41 is also subject to the restrictions of the hydrostatic system as soon as the
effective static stability H2 becomes negative.

6. On the Modification of and Initial Conditions for the Differential Equations of
Meteorology and Related Problems. The fundamental problem is to determine
commensurable smooth fields of u, v and w under consideration of the fact that w
cannot be measured, generally speaking. Since the filtering process must be both
consistent for all three wind components and not arbitrarily independent of T. p, and
p, it must be adaptive in nature. Necessary and sufficient conditions for an optimal
filtering process are, therefore, a wind vector filter operation, complete adapatability
with respect to the continuity and thermodynamic equation, and computability, i.e.,
existence of a unique solution. The quasi-ergodic filter equation
NJ. Smagodnky et A!: "Numerical Results from a Nine-Levei General Circulation Model of the Atmosphere,"

Monaly Weatherv Review, Vol 93, No. 12, Dacember 1965.
3J. M. Van Miehm: "Hydrodynamic Instability," Compendium of Meteorology, American Meteorological

Society, Boston, Mamachuaetta, 1951.
4Y Y. Tu-Cheng and L Mal-Taun: "Adaptation Between the .lreure and the Wind Field in Meso. and Small-Scale

Motioeu," AFCRL-68.0275, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford, Massachusetts, May 1968.41 N. A. Phillips: "A Coordinate System Having Some Special Advantages for Numerical Forecasting," Journal of
Meteorolqy, Vol 14, Oct., 1956.
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d-2  0 (27)
dt2

which yields three filter conditions involving smooth variables ^, ^, and i fulfills the

requirements mentioned above which is shown in detail in Section 7. It has to be kept

in mind that r is to be expected to be conserved for an infinitesimal part of the

trajectory ozly. In other words: The resulting three diagnostic filter equations are

more accurate than eq. (27) implies.

Inspection of the filter conditions and diagnostic filter equations reveals that
transitory sound and shear gravity waves are effectively smoothed out. Typical values
for the wavelength of pressure waves are 100 m to 1500 m, and shear gravity wave
lengths are of the order 1000 m. The existence of these waves accounts for the
quasi.isoti lpic spectra of atmospheric turbulence. According to Charles 2 , turbulence
due to shear in the vicinity of the ground exhibits frequencies above 2½ cycles/second
and is termed "mechanical turbulence" in contrast to "convection turbulence" which
is due to hydrostatic instability and typically occurs at frequencies of about ½/
cycle/minute. Since the analysis of shear gravity or Helmholtz waves presupposes the
existence of wind discontinuities which are filtered out through the use of pressure
and temperature fields, a wavelength of 5 km may be considered as the lower limit
pertaining to the applicability of the new filter equations. In view of the fact that
Anderson43 selected a 300 m height interval because it was found to be the minimum
interval over whic- meaningful values of both vertical wind shear and lapse rate could
he derived from rawinsonde data, miiiimum grid distances for numerical forecasts
would amount to 300 m - 400 m in the vertical and about 2000 in in the horizontal.
Isolated pressure and temperature discontinuities incompatible with such three-
dimensional grid would have to be smoothed out initially. Indeed. application of the
second-order filter condition

d 20
-= 0 (28)
dt2

and, therefore, abandonment of the hydrostatic assumption is a priori to be expected
to reduce the approximate minimum hydrostatic wave length of 40 km (five times the
height of a homogeneous atmosphere) by one order of magnitude. In agreement with
Pai4 we can thus conclude that the new filter equations include essentially the
vorticity and entropy modes of the hydrodynamic equations, but not the transitory

42B. N. OCarles: "A Summary of Available Information on the Vertical Motions of Air in the Troposphere," Sandia
Corporation Working Paper TID-4500, Office of Technical Services, Department of Commerce, Washington,
D. C., July, 1959.

43A. D. Anderson: "Free Air Turbulence," Journ. of Meteorology, Vol. 14, No. 6, 1957.
4Shih-! Pai: "Viscous Flow Theory," Vol. 11, D. Van Nostrand Company, Princeton, NJ., 1957.
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sound and associated shear gravity modes. In fact, in the new filter equations the
Coriolis terms are not to be neglected which makes them amenable to meso-scale

tit phenomena. Only small scale phenomena such as individual clouds and tornadoes
cannot be incorporated.

There are two possibilities as to the use of filtered wind components G, ̂ , 0 and
corresponding smooth pressure and temperature fields: Either these fields are used as
quasi-exact initial values together with a very small grid size, horizontally and

* vertically, or they would be considered as approximate initial values in conjunction
with a greater grid size. In the first case, the available input information would be
utilized to its maximum extent, and commensurable smaller scle "noise" would be
generated. In the second case, scale-preserving operators would be required, either
"external ones such as a two-dimensional one mentioned by Shuman 4, or internal ones
of the diffusion type. Whether a small-scale integration can be achieved, depends, of
course, also on tbe timely availability of boundary values. We do not adhere to
equations involving the familiar Reynolds stresses such as

S+ U ^au + -- . -- 1 fV, (29)at at ax a-x + ax " ax

since the bars lose their meaning in the absence o" an ergodic theorem which has been
en.phasized by Kamp6 de Frict.L" The statistical operation shown above leads, of
course, not to a new prognostic equation. For example, the time average I- in gen-

eral does not vanish sufficiently for small intervals. Stable statistical averages cannot
even be obtained over longer time intervals since, as is well-known, the meteorological
generation process is not a stati',iary one. In fact, only a "potential vorticity" of the
form

SPB (P)[

with P as a measure of standard static stability and ý, as the stream function
obtained through the classical balance equation would be sufficiently conserved. For
this reason, it would be more profitable in linear statistical forecasting to employ V-

instead of ,-slatistics. The use of bars is evidently oitly strictly possible in the case of
homogeneous and isotropic turbulence whence the wind-pressure correlation function
vanishes. In addition, incompressibility is assumed. Under these conditions, the
Kirm~n-Howarth equation

46F. G. Shuman: "Numercal Methods in Weather Prediction: I! Smoothing and Filtering," Monthly Wratheitteview,
Vol. 85, No. 11.

46 J. Kampi de Feriet: Atmospheric Diffusion and Air Pollution. Academic Preai, New York, london, 1959
(Discussion, p. 439).
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S+ 2(7) ) 31 kh' + 4 2V"l 2 (f '+ 4f') (30)a t

involves only wind correlations. In view of the above it must be stated that
fundamental statistical assumptions associated with the derivation of Reynolds stresses
do not hold for the differential equations of meteorology. The stresses indicate only
that the generation model is not invariant under a smoothing operation and are only of
use in connection with structural and analogy considerations. As soon as the link
between the smoothed and perturbation fields is assumed to be negligible, i.e., the
generation of subgrid noise is to be prevented, diffusion terms have to be added or
filters have to be applied for specified time intervals.

In view of an adaptive, i.e., coherent smoothing process for all variables, the
horizontal exchange coefficient, or rather function K, should be the same for ti, 0, and

.The diagnostic filter equation for a' eliminates the need of diffusion terms for this
variable and identically fulfills the equation of continuity so that diffusion of mass
does not occur. According to Obuchow47 this leads to

K = ki 3
o 0 /3 (31)

with k1 as a dimensionless factor of the order of one. 2 as an observation measure,
and Do as proportional to the squared deformation of the velocity field

D = 2 2 + + av•• 2 (w\1 + au+.vV +(v +aw)
- ax) + 7y+) yaz 1 Tya

(32
+ \ 2.z + all (32)

Equation (32) is only an approximation since it has been derived under the assumption
of homogeneous turbulence and incompressibility, whence div V = 0. It holds,
however, well in its two-dimensional form in the hydrostatic systems, whence K

=2 r)•1 g2 . In this form it has been utilized by Smagorinsky et all.4 The

Q413 relation first established by Richardson has, therefore, to be considered
questionable for regions of convective activity. This has been ascertained by Lettau49

and is due to strong concurring vertical divergence. Again, only because of the
availability of the diagnostic and simultaneously optimal 0-filter equation (63) of
Section 7, eqs (31) and (32) in their two-dimensional form can be expected to hold

4'A. M. Obuchow: "Ueber die Encrgieverteilung im Spek'-.m ciner turbulenten Stroemung," 1941, published in
Statistiche Theorie der Turbulenz, Akademie-Verlag, Berlin 1958.

48j. Smagorinsky, et at: "Nine-Level General Circulation Model of the Atmosphere."
49 1.Lettau: Atmospheric Diffusion and Air Pollution, Academic Pres, New York, London, 1959 (Disceuion, p.

116).
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reasonably. In case of grid-scale diffusion involving frequencies which are small in
comparison with the upper limit of the spectrumn, 1) -const. According to
Obuchow50 and Richardson eq. (31) reduces then to k2 f(Q). This simple expression
appears to apply satisfactorily to geostrophic conditions only. As to the formulati, n
o! suitable vertical diffusion terms, no attempt will be made here.

TThe effects of ground friction are not considered in the derivation of the filtering
equations carried out in Section 7. Introduction of surface stresses of the form

T . =C1oU u2 + , = %CPv II+ (33)

lead, however, to endogeneous nonlinearities with associated non-convergence of the
numerical relaxation process. Apparently, quadratic friction terms include small-scale
phenomena, such as external sound and shear gravity waves, and are also not strictly
compatible with a vanishing vertical velocity at a horizontal surface. In fact, since the
variable velocity vectors 0(t) at the upper and lower boundaries ar, n,' available and
the vertical velocity at the lower boundary is a function of an appro-imate horizontal
velocity closz to the carih's surface and the geopotential of the ground, scales below
about 6 km have to be excluded a priori. With a linear frictional term introduced by
Guldberg and Mohn and proposed as suitable by Phillips s' the first equation of motion
would read as

du I .P + fv- ku (3)
dt ~P ax(3L

More explicitly, k = a(x, y) k2 (z) though k2 might be considered constant in a
sufficiently deep layer adjacent to the ground. Application of terms (33) in connection
with a grid of small length would only lead to the generation of undesirable noise.
Terms of the form ku and kv can be fully absorbed in the filtering equations derived in
Section 7 although they have been omitted for the purpose of simplicity. Sin'e motion
in the friction layer is such that there is horizontal convergence of mass in areas of
cyclonic activity and vice versa, as stressed by Eliassen and Kleinschmidt~2 these terms
ought to be included in practical computations.

The incorporation of suitable lower and upper boundaries in our initialization
scheme is discussed in Section 7. Pertaining to thc -.,hole globe, the problem of lateral
boundary conditions does, of course, not present itself. In a quasi-herispheric grid
system, the horizontal wind components have to be assumed to be geostroph;c, and an

%fA. M. Obuehow" "Ueber die Energieverteilung im Spektrum ciner turbuienten Stroemung."
51N. A. Phillips: Numerical Weather Prediction.

-1A. Eliaswen and E. Kleizmchmidt: "Dynamic Meteorology."
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approximate vertical velocity has to be computed along the lines described in Section
5. Lateral winds at sizable mountainous shapes have in general to be assumed as
geostrophic winds also, at least initially.

The Coriolis parameter has been treated as f f(x~y) in Section 7. For the
purpose of simplicity we have, however, considered g = const. In a more exact form,
eq. (43) in Section 7 would read as

d ap I dp ap d,
P -+p 0 (35)

with I=a = ----w-w. This linear correction as well as the nonlinear terms

associated with df and dk(zmay be initially neglected in the relaxation process,

i.e., prior to obtaining stable numerical results from the simplified as well as linear
filtering equations.

It is possible to derive the filtering equations for spherical coordinates or under
consideration of map scale factors. For the purpose of simplicity, we have also omitted
diffusion terms in the continuity equation for water vapor and terms involving
differences between atmospheric and water or snow temperatures in the thermo.
dynamic equation. These complications would not change the basic character of the
filtering equations.

The discussion in the preceding paragraphs appears to be relevant for an
understanding of the ramifications of the new filtering equations. We have not only
succeeded in deriving optimal filter equations, but also constructed a powerful system
of four prognostic equations and one diagnostic equation for numerical weather
prediction together with initial conditions the details of which are exhibited in Section
7. This system would sufficiently cope with fronts, hurricanes, and instabilities
associated with the jet stream. Were it not for the inaccuracy and lack of observations
and the restriction of an upper boundary with w = 0, this system, together with
well.digestible non-adiabatic inputs, would conceivably make it possible to extend the
limit of predictability associated with the (x, y, p, t).system considerably beyond 2
weeks. This may be comforting to scientists involved in extended forecasting and
general circulation simulations such as Miyakodas3 and Smagorinsky14 who considered
a potential limitation of 2 weeks as rather pessimistic.

SK. Miyakoda, et a].
SJ. Smagorinaky, et Al: "Nine.Level General Circulation Model of the Atmosphere."
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7. Generalized Optimal Filter Equations Free of Hydrostatic Limitations. In
Section 6, we havc shown that it is necessary to consider pressure, p, a priori as a
continuous variable and that pressure kinks have to be smoothed out in order to avoid
quasi-infinite pressure gradients in agreement with Haltiner and Martin.s5 Discontinu.
ities of zeroth order involving temperature, or rather virtual temperature, require even
stronger smoothing. The application of the differential equations of meteorology is
only possible with smoothed variables including consistently filtered winds. For
simplicity, we omit the filter symbol A in tbe following derivations.

Since the filter condition

d2 ( )= 0 (36)
dt2
dt---(pV) =0(6

dimplicitly includes a term --- div V, a system of non-!inear partial differential

equations would result which does not permit an equilibrium solution and,
consequently, could not be solved by relaxation methods.

As already mentioned (Section 6), the filter condition is

d dt 0 (37)

which has already been applie~l in Section 4 except for the vertical wind component. If
eq. (36) were valid, it would imply a strong identification of p with reference
to V and, thus, make the differential equations more deterministic, i.e., all invariant
under a filter operation, which is not possible.

SWe now apply eq. (37) with reference to the equations of motion

du 22p + fv
S= as(38)

dt pax

dv - -I fu (39)dt ap ay

dw I a" -g (40)

G G. J. Hattinem and F. L Martin: Dynamical and Physical Meteaoloky, McGraw.Hill Book Company, New York,
Toronto, London, 1957.
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Swith the intermediate result

Sdt ;x' dt 79- dv( ) 0 (41)

UUIJI__2+p d (fu)=0(2

at- p Tt (43)

With F = under consideration of eq. 138) and (39) with regard

to - (fv) in eq. (41) and - (f v) in eq. (42), 'espectively, and in view of the

continuity equation

S=-div V (44)

we arrive at
BiF' +p ma vV_ -au man+ Lv 2P+ aw an.
aX ax ax ax ax ay ax )z)

+. . =0 (45)

3F +--PdivV + av aP+ Lw a
y+ ay ay ax ay ay ay az)

+ fp(..! + fv +up (u~{+va =~0 (
i+ fo " ax V a x + a ) 0 (46)

a-* + div V -l +- L+-E.+. wam (47)Z a- z - \az az ay az az 0

In the ne3t step, we have to express F as a time-independent func.on which
linearly involves the divergence a + - + a. . The thermodynamic equation reads
in a very general form

dIr.LN + (I- k+rc.-) - k dL C1 (48)\r.T PL p
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where r, designates the saturation mixing ratio, L • 600 cal g-1, cp = .2405 cal g"

(degC)"t the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure, c = 1.0 cal g-, the specific

heat of water, k - " - - .2848 where cý is the specific heat of dry air for constantCp

volume, PL the density of dry air, and Z1 non.precipitative heat added to a unit
r, L

mass of air. With a =eq. (48) may also be written in its time-dependent form

dlnpL _ (49)Sa - -d• - 1-+ ( l k - a + 4 .2 r s) - k d to ~ t "(4 9 )

SEliinaton o thetermd In r,

Elimination of the term in eq. (49) by means of Smagorinsky's and Col-
Slin's relationd

Sdlnr, dlnT dlnpL
dt (50)

S~L

with .608 ART which involves L as the latent heat of condensation and

A71 as the mechanical equivalent of heat leads to

( [1 -k+& -2)+4.2rs] dInT dIn PL I ()I -- -+( - ) .2- (k + a ) = - •(5 1)
-nj- (~a) dt cpTt

From eq. (50) and (51) follows

dlnr, 7k+a- 1 - 4.2rs dlnpL
dt 1- k+a(,y-2)+4.2r, dt

Y -1 d1 At A dlnp, A dlnp
+ 1-k+a(•y-2)+4.2% cp T dt '-F"I- (52)

Under consideration of

L (I + I 0.6r) + (I+0.6r)p dT 0.6p T4r- (53)

which follows from the equation of state, in view of
) dlnr - dlnr.

- -r (54)dt dt

5 j. Smageolzky and G. 0. Collins: "On the Numerical Prediction of Precipitation," Monthly Weather Review 83,
1955.
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with

( 0ifdivV 4 0 orr < r,

LlifdivV 
> 0 andr = 

(

and because of

dp__L 0.6 dr (56)

PL p

eq. (53) can be formulated as

F d RL~ I + a~+~.) (1+O0.6r +. . r) T div V L It

M - M[r,6 TdivV+Nt

(au av aw (57)
=-MT (-•+~- +-•- + N- .

Substitution of eq. (57) in eqs. (45) through (47) results in the linear diagnostic

filter equations

MTa2ux+ _ + +•w \ r -- + p + W

T l+ a vx a•+ ax y + f

TxTx axvap axap / Ty

+ v (U ax w) (PtLf + vaf\ a (N(5)

a2u a2v 12W + r 1/
MTr-+ + - +W -( an, 1 (all+av aw1va x-ay 5 ayaz/ a y i-7IkWF Ty 5Z

+ Lu , +AA + +_ +fp (LP f
ay ax ay ay ay az (p ax

-up u.Lf + v- - (N d 0( x af ay PNt(9
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I (T a2u + a ll w) + (MT) +1au a+/
MT-uT avap aw az ax ay a)

•" + -• + -- - N= 0(60)7a1 az ay z

F Equation (60) provides an excellent diagnostic equation and reduces the numeri-
cal relaxation work considerably which is only required in eq. (58) and (59). In the
form of an ordinary linear differential, eq. (60) appeai's as

a2 W 2__au + [a(MT) a](u y
MT +BM)ýw I [Z az a-E kaxaz + y-a~z/ '-T- 3 z TX T+

E

+ au p + av=_ (Njt) 0 (61)S+ z ax 5z' ay 5

With

A _ au +av + ava+ u {a(MT) J(u

az ax az ay 3zaz-'(

the solution of eq. (61) is

2 z
w =z In (MITN In (MT"z V (z) dz + C dz + C2 (63)

w~j (NIT), f (NIT)2 ý~ zCJd 2 (3
21 zi I

At the lower boundary, wB U B T- + v with 0 (x, y) as the geopo-

tential of the ground. Accordingly,

C2 = uvl ax + a "By. (64)

Since, at the upper boundary w = 0, the other integration constant yields the

value
z 2 - 2

~,- f (MT),d I (MT)CT=-).l, nT-dz In (MT)2  In- F(z)dz dz + C2) (65)

I I5|
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We ha-e to remember that the saturation mixing ratio r, = r (p, T) and 7' y ,(T)
and that it is necessary to obtain first a solution of eqs. (58). (59) and (63) with 6 = 0
whereupon the criterion (55) is applied. One or two iterations will then yield satisfac-
tory results. Unless 8 has some variability along the lines suggested by Smagorinsky,"
the variable a should be aboui 0.8 instead of 1.0 in agreement with numerical
simulations.

It is to be expected that the over-relaxation factors 6 in the iteration scheme

u(n+1) = u@f) + 0 Gq IU(n) v(n),w(n)1

v(n+l)- V(n) + 0 G2 lu(n), V(n), w(n)] (66)
whu'- 1 , v(1) = 1L •p,w~ 1t

o=with u(I) =o - L o)=y

in which G, and G2  represent residuals of eq. (58) and eq. (59), respectively, have
to be quite small in small-scale solutions involving strong divergence (convergence) and
vertical wind velocities. Since u0) and v0) become singular at the equator and
convergence is slow in very low latitudes, fine grid solutions are not possible in the
vicinity of the equator. Due to the fact that the mass field cannot be accurately
determined in the equatorial region, horizontal winds, obtained through the tracking
of floating balloons, and additional temperature measurements would facilitate the
computation of all desired quantities. The use of diagnostic filtering equations for this
purpose has been mentioned by several authors including Mintz"' though in
connection with the more restrictive hydrostatic prediction system.

Utilization of the hydrostatic approximation with respect to height determina-
tions weakens the application of the filtering and associated prognostic equations as
far as smaller scales are concerned but still allows the computation of divergences
exceeding the vorticity on a constant pressure surface. This is of importance pertaining
to the immediate applicability of the new prediction system.

As to the upper boundary condition, the assumption w = 0, of course, has to
be made for a finite height. In this ,.:spect, the condition var w = Min. would provide a

good separation criterion. This has to coincide with the criteria var -T-=Min.,az
var Min., var = Min., var -L = Min., as far as interpolation from aa•z Oz az
lower to a higher level is concerned, i.e., to an average equilibrium boundary which

57Y. Mintz; "The Four Bade Requirements for Numerical Weather Prediction in Global Weather Prediction," ed. by
Bruce and Kidy, Halt, Rinhart and Winston, New York, 1970.

.: *'On the Dynzmical Prediction of Larve.ae Condensation by Numerical Methods,"

oeWyaiMonoWapb No. 5, American Geophysical Union, 1960.
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e-xists ait about 20-k in heightI. In addition, linear correlatlion based on econsiderable
p~rior work wvould permit the extrapolation of ti, v, 1), andi TI and Ilths facilitate a
w-c-alculation in virtue of eq. (63).

H. Concluding Remarks. 11 is important to enmphiasize thatI initializa tion and1( Ille
sI ruch ire of' prognostic equations are linim rately related. Furthiermore, lthe determnina-
Ition of, the iv-field must be consistent with that of the it. and v-fields. If thle
differenitial equations of meteorology were to be appliedl in a completely tunimodified
form, ineliding all equations of motion, thle initial fields would have to be 101111(

sinitiltaiicouisly in a grid with very mnall lengths ax, Ay, Az which is impossible. The
op1 ittu filter equations are also conditional equations with reference to thle wind
fields once sufficien tly Smooth pressure, temperatutre and humidity fields are given.
Sinr!e these equations imply a very delicate "balance,"' independently givert fields of all
variables excluding the ge~nerally not available w-field would lead to the generation of

artificiall lag gaity oscillations as stressed1 by Phillips." Because of the existence
of thermal convection, tihe hydrostatic differential equations cannot adlequately
dlescribe the physical processes in sufficient detail and appear to be unsuitabl)e as a
basis for parameterization processes including cuimuluis convection which have beeni
emphuasized by L~eithu.' In view of lthe above -mentIioned facts, lthe non-availability of
timely boundary values and stability problems, a p)ractical forecast system of highest
preIiet abl~ihity is, consequently. one( which con tainis only one, diagnostic equation. The
existence of suich an equation is equivalent with thie existence of consistent initial
fields of' variables. The( initialization andt prognostic model dleveloped here has a
considerably greater predIictive ability andi versatility than [lie equations presently in
itse,. L ong-range, non-a(Iiabatic effects other tihan precipitation would also be of "realer
sign ifi catnce inl conltext w illi the new systemi of equuttion~s. These equ at lios are! also
ind~ispenlsable wvith respect to the dyaia prediction of mnedium to large-scale
Condensation and many research efforts incluiding general circulation simulations. As
ca-,n be ascertained fromt a number of statements madle by lthe Committee onl
Atmospheric Sciences, National Research Council, and listed in the appendix, this
research has made contributions to at variety of outstanding problems. Fin~ally, this
study also has implications regarding kind, methods, density, and frequency of
measure ments and indicates the necessity for a greater effort of andl coop~eratlion
between lthe National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and thc Aeronautics
and Space( Administration and beyond that, internationally.

59N. A. Phillips: "Numeincail Weather P'rediction."
60C. [Aitht: "A Six Le~vel Memdel of the Alnuouphere" in 1161441 Weather Prefdicton," ed. by linine and Kiedy, 1 loll,

110whiarl .-,d Winmton, New York, 1970
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APPENDIX

RELEVANT STATEMENTS OF THE COMMITTEE ON

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES, NATIONAL RESEARCHi COUNCIL

The following statemnents on outstanding problems in weather prediction pertain-
ing to which contributions have been made in this research have been published in
"The Atmospheric Sciences and Man's Needs," National Academy of Sciences, Wash-
ington, D. C., 1971.

1. Synoptic and Planetary Scales, p. 18, 19 ... Progress has been limited due to
the computational requirements and to the fact that vertical convection and condensa-
tion play such important parts in mesoscale phenomena. Although numerical models
have successfully simulated convection cells, the dynamics and statistics of convection
have not been incorporated in the models of the large-scale circulation; this constitutes
one of the most serious limitations on progress in atmospheric prediction ...

2. Changes of Microscale and Mesoscale, p. 19-21 .. There are severe mathemati-
cal and theoretical difficulties in developing general prediction models for theGe smaller
scales. The time scales are, of course, so short that the quasi-geostrophic relation be-
tween wind velocity and pressure is not valid. Furthermore, many of the weather sys-
tems are fully three dimensional, so that the hydrostatic approximation which is essen-
tial to general circulation theory cannot be applied to the smaller scales . ..

... Other phenomena of the mesoscale and microscale, e.g., vertical convection,
clear-air turbulence, and secondary features of the planetary boundary layer, have not
been incorporated into the numerical models. The physics of these weather features,
especially their interaction with phenomena of other scales, remains largely unknown,
and promising ideas are needed. ....

3. Recommendations, p. 23-28 .... Scientific plans for the U. S. contriLution to
GARP were outlined in the report of the U. S. Committee for GARP referred to earlier.
Bhat report emphasized the following requirements: ... (c) the conduct of regional
field programs and computer modeling experiments to improve the physical and mathe-
matical basis of long-range prediction ...

*.. There are, however, teveral specific problems that have been identified by
USC-GARP and that require prompt attention in order that the GARP can be success.
fully carried out. These are... (b) A strong numerical modeling effort is needed to
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carry out simulation experimests aimed at design of the global observing system ...

... Improvements in prediction models and the associated increased understand-
ing of atmospheric processes will also contribute to the necessary basis for virtually
every other application considered in this report ...

... Recommendation 14. In order to advance understanding of mesoscale phe-
nomena and to improve ability to forecast these phenomena, emphasis should be
placed on research on fronts, jet streams, organized convection, and other phenomena
of mesoscale.

Increased support should be given to the development of numerical models
capable of predicting such features as the w::ther associated with fronts and oiganized
convection. The largest available computer in the hands of a competent numerical
modeling group is needed for this purpose ...
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